
Eucharistic
Ministry
Refresher 
Training



Refresher Training

Please sign in and select a cross/location.
When serving, masks are strongly recommended.
Use sanitizer before/after you consume (before 

receiving your bowl of hosts).

Not scheduled? Please check to see if we need help.



During the Sign of Peace 
Come forward 
Use sanitizer

(please do not shake hands 
in the sanctuary)



4 EMs can stand to the right 
of the altar, 2 EMs can stand 
to the left of altar.

Joining the EM’s at the altar 
will be the Media Minister(s) 
and Cantor (purple dots).

(The choirs will go to the 
back of the church and come 
down the B7 aisle when 
present.



1st one goes to the 
tabernacle to bring 
consecrated hosts to the 
priest.   

(This is random – not 
dependent on your                           
bread lane assignment)



Priest goes to the floor  first, always
The priest will hand you your bowl of 
hosts.  Please wait and allow the 
priest to go to the floor first.  



Hospitality Ministers will guide parishioners to these lanes. 
(The blue arrow represents choir members who may be present.)



Look for the “tile-guides” on the floor for your spot. 
Stay close to the steps.



Look for the “tile-guides” on the floor for your spot. 
Stay close to the steps.

B7
B6

B5 B4

B3 B2



Serve those who need assistance 
first, then go back to the edge of 
the step to serve others.

* Remember to 
STAY in your lane.



When finished, bring your bowl to the 
altar (give to the priest or set it on the 
altar) and walk through to the chapel.

The SAME bread minister as before will 
return the consecrated hosts to 
tabernacle.



When the server has returned all the 
bowls to the side credence table, the 
trays can then be taken into the chapel.



In the chapel, the 6 
bread ministers will 
decide who will be 
cleaning the vessels.

Trays can then be 
returned to the 
sacristy.



Also in the chapel, the 6 bread ministers 
will decide who will be returning the 
crosses (after Mass is over.)

Bread ministers return to their seats by 
way of the hallways and side church 
doors.



Thank you for serving as Extraordinary 
Ministers of Holy Communion!
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